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Learning when to use the subjunctive mood can be particularly challenging for English-speakers
or Chinese-speakers learning Spanish partly because the subjunctive mood is nearly absent in
English or Chinese. This books shows under what conditions subjunctive mood should be used
in Spanish.After que or ojalá, and when the wish is a possible possibility, present subjunctive
should be used; following ojalá and the wish is contrary to facts, imperfect subjunctive should be
used.

From School Library JournalGrade 9 Up—High school junior Eddie Corazon and his Mexican-
American family live in a crime-infested town in New Mexico where kids are often pressed into
service as drug runners if found on the streets alone. Eddie has his older cousin to look out for
him, and he tells of the day when he was eight, and felt so proud to ride along with Enrique,
drinking beer and smoking. But when Enrique stopped the car, knocked on a door, and shot the
man who opened it in the face, young Eddie messed his pants, "smelling the stink of
hopelessness that hung around my life." Eddie is now in an alternative high school and
brandishing his role as juvenile delinquent until he meets Lupe, a bright girl with dreams of
college. Keeping her as his girlfriend is the impetus for change, but poignant memoirs of a caring
former teacher and the book The Four Agreements play a major role in Eddie's transformation
into a reflective honor student. In the end, the future appears hopeful for the teen, though his
change is a bit too didactic as he writes, "you can open a book and follow the words to some
new place." Sometimes the first-person narrative is disjointed, and the story and characters
don't always ring true. While the content may appeal to reluctant readers, the nonlinear story line
will be a challenge. Also, the heavy-handed message could be a turnoff, and the numerous
allusions to contemporary literature, while interesting, will be lost on most struggling teen
readers.—Patricia N. McClune, Conestoga Valley High School, Lancaster, PA END --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileOzzie Rodriguez delivers the first-
person narrative of Eddie Corazon, a high school junior who is coming of age in a rough New
Mexico neighborhood. Rodriguez uses tone to portray opposing parts of Eddie's personality. His
tenor is bleak and tough in Eddie's dialogues with "bad ass" peers. But Rodriguez shows the
reflective, poetic Eddie with a softer, thoughtful tone. Rodriguez's portrayals of minor characters
also emphasize the contrasts and conflicts in Eddie's life. Rodriguez gives a powerful portrayal
of tough, streetwise Enrique, who urges Eddie's entry into a life of crime. This depiction radically
differs from those of Eddie's supporters--his erudite teacher, his gentle mother, and his bright,
trusting girlfriend, Lupe--who want him to build more hopeful dreams for the future. S.W. ©
AudioFile 2009, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1Beecher at the LibraryI seen Miss



Beecher today at the library checking out a old lady's book. She had her head tipped down so I
couldn't see her face real good but I knew it was Beecher on account of her hair is the exact
same color as a car I stole once. Bronze metallic. Beecher doesn't look like a regular librarian but
at least she didn't look like she was falling off a cliff the way she did most of the time back when
she was trying to be a teacher.I didn't go all the way inside the library, just stood in the doorway
waiting for Letty and Juanito to finish listening to the story lady, but Juanito saw me and he
yelled, "Eddie!" I quick looked at Beecher to see if she heard Juanito holler my name because if
Beecher looked at me, then I would nod, maybe say, "Hey, how's it going." But she was busy
helping another old lady find her library card so I ducked out.First time I saw Beecher, I thought,
Oh great, another one of those Peace Corps people with their organic shoes and their tofu
sandwiches and their posters showing how important it is to save the whales and the rain forests
and the baby seals and me and all the other semi-literate at-risk underprivileged economically
deprived youth at the alt school who don't really give a shit about getting an education because
what difference would it make if we did. We'd still be us. We'd still be freaks and losers except
we'd be freaks and losers with educations, so we'd understand exactly what we couldn't
have.The day Beecher showed up at our English class, Edgar Martinez asked how long had she
been a teacher. We knew Beecher was virgin the second she started to answer the question
because the old teachers know better than to leave themselves open like that. Beecher told us
she was going through a program for alternative certification because she didn't decide to
become a teacher until after she already graduated college. So she said we had something in
common because she was an alternative teacher and we were alternative students. For like two
seconds, I started to fall for that idea, but I caught myself in time.I don't miss Beecher or nothing,
but at least she was better than the guy we have now who is a total pathetic pussy who wears
pink glasses. He thinks if he tells us four hundred times a day that he went to Stanford University,
then we'll appreciate what a big sacrifice he's making to be a teacher who gets paid crap and
works in a place that looks worser than Juarez. He thinks we'll like him for devoting his life to
helping disadvantaged kids become successful, productive members of society but we mostly
think he's a pinche dickhead. At least if he was driving around in a cool car with a hot stereo and
a shiny rich girl in the jump seat, we could be jealous and hate him and maybe we would jack
him up and take his car, but now we hate him worser because he could of had all that stuff and
he was too stupid to take it, so now nobody has it. If he really wanted to help kids who didn't
have his advantages, he could of saved up his giant allowance and got his parents to buy him a
real expensive car and then he could of just came here and gave us the money and the car. He
could of even sold lottery tickets. I bet a lot of kids would go to school if they might win twenty
bucks or a car just for showing up. But he blew it. How can you respect a teacher who wasn't
even smart enough to figure that out?Beecher didn't try to pretend she didn't appreciate her nice
easy white-girl life. And she wasn't scared of us like most of the lady teachers are even though
she's skinny enough that you could probably pick her up and throw her down the stairs real easy.
And she didn't try to feed us all that crap about how useful our education was going to be



someday, like how we would need algebra to figure out how many square feet of carpet we need
in our living room because everybody knows that we'll be renting some crappy apartment our
whole life and even if we could buy a house, measuring the carpet is the carpet guy's job and he
probably has a calculator.The first day when nobody would open their grammar books to the
page number she wrote on the board, Beecher didn't even yell. She just sat down on the edge of
her desk, still holding her book, and looked around the room. Not with mean eyes. More like she
was surprised that we weren't all following her. Like if a mother duck turned around and instead
of waddling along in that nice neat little line the baby ducks were running all over the place
where they could get lost or killed so easy."Wouldn't it make more sense to exert a little effort
and get through this material quickly, so we can move on to something more interesting and
relevant to your lives?" Beecher asked us."Oh yeah. Ha!" T. J. Ritchie laughed his hard dirty
laugh. "Like how to sell more crack?" T.J. is big, really big, probably seven feet tall, and he
doesn't give a shit about anything. Usually new teachers give T.J. that look that says you're a
stupid nothing loser and someday you'll be sorry you wasted your pitiful little life. Or they send
him to the office or else just ignore him, but Beecher hooked her hair behind her ear with her
finger like she does when she's thinking and said, "You're a drug dealer?"T.J. shook his head
and made check-her-out faces at his friends and they were all like, Duh. Beecher walked over
and opened the door. "Then you might as well go." She flung her arm out into the hallway."You
can't kick me out," T.J. said. "I didn't do nothing.""I'm not kicking you out," Beecher said. "I want
you to stay. But if you want to be a criminal, I can't help you.""I don't need your help, lady. You
think you're all better than us but you're not.""I absolutely do not believe I am better than you."
Beecher shook her head and her hair sort of shimmered around her ears. "I can understand
perfectly well how a person might decide to reject capitalism and corporate corruption and
choose a criminal career over a traditional education." --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLouAnne Johnson is a former U.S. Navy journalist,
Marine Corps officer, high school teacher, and the author of the New York Times bestseller
Dangerous Minds. She drew on her experience working with teens to craft this novel. Like Eddie,
she lives in New Mexico. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewReview:
MUCHACHO is a gem - and one that would be recommended for not only teens, but also for
adults - particularly in education. Because for educators, the messages in the novel are
priceless.--BookTrends --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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SUBJUNCTIVE INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION Learning when to use the subjunctive
mood can be particularly challenging forEnglish-speakers or Chinese-speakers learning
Spanish partly because thesubjunctive mood is nearly absent in English or Chinese. With
numerous examplespresented in all sub-sections in “SUBJUNCTIVE”, readers would definitely
be benefitedto get used to the spelling of verbs (verb conjugation) for subjunctive mood.
Theusage of subjunctive mood will become much easier later on. Subjunctive mood should be
used in the dependent clause when the expression indicating avalue judgment, desire, request,
demand, intent, permission, subjective feeling, a futurepossible situation, command, and/or
recommendation; conveying doubt, denial, uncertainty, oreven contrary to current and past facts,
provided that the main clause and subordinate clausehave DIFFERENT SUBJECTS; and when
there is an unknown or negative precedent. When touse subjunctive mood is explored only in
the present subjunctive sections. However, in the same structured sentence, if it is a factual
statement, use indicative. In the attempt to achieve consistency in verb tenses, a general rule of
thumb is that,when the main verb (or another dependent verb) is in the present, present perfect,
future tense,imperative mood, and/or present subjunctive, and the verb in the dependent clause
refers toaction that takes place at the same time or after the main verb, whether in actuality or
not,present subjunctive should be used;if the dependent verb refers to action that takes place
before the main verb, or has beencompleted (whether in actuality or not), the the dependent
verb should be in the present perfectsubjunctive. After que or ojalá, and when the wish is a
possible possibility, present subjunctive should be used;following ojalá and the wish is contrary
to facts, imperfect subjunctive should be used. Following certain impersonal verbs such as
parecer, interesar, importar and necesitar; certainimpersonal expression, such as “es posible/
probable que ”, “es necesario que”, “no es ciertoque”, etc. present subjunctive are often
followed. When the main verb (or another dependent verb) is in the past, imperfect,
pluperfect,conditional tense, even imperfect subjunctive and the verb in the dependent clause
refers to

action that takes place at the same time or after the main verb, whether in actuality or not,
imperfectsubjunctive should be used; if the dependent verb refers to action that takes place
before the mainverb, or has been completed (whether in actuality or not), the the dependent
verb should be in thepluperfect subjunctive. Working backward from the present subjunctive to



obtain the infinitive, and working backwardfrom the imperfect subjunctive to obtain the past or
imperfect tense and then the infinitive, this kindof practice is an efficient way to learn verb
conjugation. Illustrated examples are also grouped by main verbs for present subjunctive
andimperfect subjunctive and perfect subjunctive mood so that readers will be familiar with its
usageand conjugation. Always refer back to the the present subjunctive section for the
conditionsunder which subjunctive mood should be used. Subjunctive mood can also be
usedeven in a simple sentence with “tal vez”, “alguna vez”, “quizá”, etc. The following Spanish
words will trigger the use of subjunctive mood: MOST COMMON VERBS OF WISHES AND
COMMAND esperar desear querer pedir rogar preferir OTHERS VERBS OF WISHES &
COMMANDS sugerir impedir desafiar persuadir suplicar recomendar decir mandar aconsejar
permitir dejar prohibir sumergir extender necesitar requerer realizar exigir insistir
advertir MOST COMMON VERBS OF EMOTION (See “Subjective Attitude”) sentir alegrarse
lamentar temer extrañarse sorprenderse  gustar preocuparse

   

WISH AND DREAM I have put together some examples by following the guidelines to present a
challenge to thestudents. Hope the readers can form their own opinions as to the usefulness of
theexamples, and be able to discard those they have doubt. However by reading moreexamples,
they can have a feel of how subjunctive mood is used in Spanish. If you are astudent, follow the
guidelines provided by your teachers. After all they are the ones whowill grade your
examinations. With numerous examples presented in all sub-sections in “SUBJUNCTIVE”,
readerswould definitely be benefited to get used to the spellings of conjugated verbs
insubjunctive mood. The usage of subjunctive mood will become much easier later on. Main
clause and subordinate clause have DIFFERENT SUBJECTS. Subjunctive moodshould be used
in the dependent clause when the expression indicating a value judgment,desire, request,
demand, intent, permission, subjective feeling, a future possiblesituation, command, or
recommendation; conveying doubt, denial, uncertainty, or evencontrary to current fact. However,
if it is a factual statement, use indicative.Subjunctive mood can also be the main verb in the
sentence, even in a simplesentence. MOST COMMON VERBS OF WISHES AND
COMMAND esperar desear querer pedir rogar preferir OTHERS VERBS OF WISHES &
COMMANDS sugerir impedir desafiar persuadir suplicar recomendar decir mandar aconsejar
permitir dejar prohibir  sumergir extender necesitar requerer realizar  exigir insistir advertir  

MOST COMMON VERBS OF EMOTION (See “Subjective Attitude) sentir alegrarse lamentar
temer extrañarse sorprenderse gustar
preocuparse ____________________________________________________ VERB
CONJUGATION for SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE of REGULAR AR, ER,
IR VERBS Before adding the corresponding opposite “root”, dropping “o” from the (yo) form



singular firstperson, present tense. ROOT SETAR VERB Present Subjunctive ER and IR VERB
Present Subjunctive= ER VERB Present Indicative = AR VERB Present Indicativeexcept (yo)
from o to e except (yo) from o to a (yo) e a(tú) es as(él) e a(nos) emos amos(vos) éis áis(ellos)
en an ****************************Since we have to apply the ER verb root set to conjugate “AR”
verb, the conjugated presentsubjunctive of an AR verb looks like an ER verb, just the opposite of
what you expect to see inan AR verb. The conjugated present subjunctive of an ER, IR verb
looks like an AR verb, justopposite of what you expect to see. Now let’s do to the PRESENT
SUBJUNCTIVE. Adding “e” to the stem “cort”, obtained by dropping “o” from present tense (yo)
form “corto” =“corte” 

first person, singular (yo=I) ”corte”* = third person, singular (él= él/ella=he/she) “corte”*, the
base ofthe short cut. second person, singular (tú=you, singular) = cortes, or just add “s” to the
short cut base. first person, plural (nos=we) = cortemos, or just add “mos” to the short cut
base. third person, plural (ellos=ellos/ellas=they,you, pl.) = corten, or just add “n” to the short cut
base. EXCEPTION second, plural (vos=you) = cortéis, change “e-éis” in the short cut base. The
only advantage of the short cut is to draw your attention to the “difference”. This short cut
method may only help those have the same “brain wave length” as I do, may not behelpful to all.
Therefore adding the corresponding present subjunctive ROOT SET to the stem,obtained by
dropping “ar”, “er”, “ir”, from the infinitive, at the beginning, is a safer way to learn
VERBCONJUGATION. IMPERFECT OR PAST SUBJUNCTIVE of all REGULAR AR, ER and
IR VERB ROOT SET First FormImperfect or Past Subjunctive Future Subjunctive (yo) a e(tú) as
es(él) a e(nos) amos emos(vos) ais eis(ellos) an en Now let’s do to the IMPERFECT or PAST
SUBJUNCTIVE.

Before adding the corresponding past subjunctive “root”, dropping “on” from the third
personindicative plural preterite or past tense (ellos) form to obtain the stem.Put the accent mark
on the last syllable of the stem in the (nos) form. Let’s practice “CORTAR”. Use the third person
indicative past or preterite tense, “cortaron”,dropping “on” to get the stem = “cortar”, and adding
the corresponding root “a”, we get the pastsubjunctive (yo) or (él) form “cortara” Adding the
corresponding root “a” to the stem, “cortar”, we get the past subjunctive (yo) or (él)form
“cortara”first person, singular (yo=I) ”cortara”* = third person, singular (él= él/ella=he/she)
“cortara”*, theshort cut base. Adding the corresponding root “as” to get the stem, “cortar”, =
“cortaras”second person, singular (tú=you, singular) or just add “s” to the short cut base,
“cortara” =“cortaras”. Adding the corresponding root “a” to get the stem, “cortar”, = “cortara”third
person, singular (él= él/ella=he/she) = cortara*, the base of my short cut = (yo=I) form. Adding
the corresponding root “amos” to get the stem, “cortar”, = “cortáramos”first person, plural
(nos=we); or just add mos to the short cut base, “cortara” = “cortáramos”.Pay attention to the
accent mark placed on top of “á” to alter the pronunciation rule. Adding the corresponding root
“ais” to get the stem, “cortar”, = “cortarais”second person, plural (vos=you, plural); or just add “is”



to the short cut base, “cortara” =“cortarais”. Adding the corresponding root “an” to the stem,
“cortar”, = “cortaran”third person, plural (ellos=ellos/ellas=they,you, pl.); or just add n to the short
cut base, “cortara” =“cortaran” The only advantage of the short cut is to draw your attention to
the “difference”. _________ The second Form Preterite or Past Subjunctive is seldom used in
U.S.. To be able to recognizethem is sufficient.

The book by Dr. Whys has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 40 people have provided feedback.
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